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DVD is one of the large container formats, which can carry up to 4 Giga Bytes of the digital data in a
single disc. This is why; most of the movies releasing companies are using this format to encode
their movies. Top movies are always encoded in the DVD format, because this format provides the
widest range of the playability for the computer users. Every operating system has built in features
to provide the playback of the DVDs.

Every computer has DVD ROM for accommodating the DVDs for the computer users. DVDs contain
most of the entertainment stuff including the movies, songs, and other important entertainment stuff.
You might have multiple movies, and most of them will be encoded in the DVD format. Every DVD
has limited playback, as it will be expired after a certain period of time. Many DVDs contain the
DRM, which can destroy your favorite collection after a certain period of time.

Do you need to rip DVD?

Yes, you will need to rip the DVD due to several reasons. Let us have a discussion about the
reasons, which create a need for ripping the DVD.

1- Every DVD can be played for a limited time, as it may get scratched or may become unplayable
after a certain time period. This is why; computer users like to free their favorite collection from the
DVD.

2- Many DVDs contain Digital Rights Management, which can destroy your favorite collection. This
is why; the computer users may like to free their best collection of movies from the DVDs.

3- DVDs are difficult to edit, as they use VOB file format for burning the DVD. This is why; DVDs
have no support for editing your favorite collection. You will like to free your favorite collection from
the DVD for the sake of editing.

4- DVD does not support the computer users to upload and share its digital contents. This is why;
the computer users may need to get the Free MactheRipper to free their favorite collection from the
DVD.

How to free your favorite collection from DVD?

There may be several ways of ripping the DVD, but it is recommended to use good application for
this purpose. A good application like the Free Mac the Ripper will allow the end users to free the
favorite collection from the DVDs. Mac users are never in favor to install any third party application
tools, as they may affect the performance of the Apple Macintosh operating system. Mac user does
not like to lose the efficient and performance of their operating system, due to the installation of any
third party application tool.
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ways to rip DVD. It allows the computer users to extract their DVDs to any popular output file format
of their choice.  DVD ripping provides multiple benefits including the easy sharing of digital
collection, fast edition to the digital collection, and permanent back up of the digital collection.
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